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How-to Guide
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Power button: Long press for
3 seconds to turn on/off the
product. Short press for
changing between the 10
vibration modes. It will light up
when it's on and charging.

Suction switch: Short press this
to change the suction
frequencies, same as (1). You can
also long press this to turn off
the toy.

Charging port (the tiny circle):
stick the charging cable in all
the way until you feel a
feedback/it's securely locked.

Suction mouth: Put this near
your sensitive areas like
nipples/vulva, and switch
up/down the frequencies to
see which mode works best!

Vibrating ends: this product
has 3 motors, with one in each
of these ends. Test with
different modes by sticking it in!
Move around to see where it
stimulates the best

For best experience, try it on
your sensitive areas like nipples,
vulva, slowly move from one
spot to another. The two
vibrating ends can stimulate
your vulva simultaneously too!



Care Guide
Materials: this product is made of food grade silicon, which is usually harmless to human body.
Water resistant: this product is IPX7 water resistant. However, please avoid excessively rinsing water into the suction
mouth. Instead, clean it with wet wipes/wet cloth when possible. Dry it with a lint-free cloth or microfiber towel so the fluff
doesn't mess with the delicate toy!
Battery: this product contains lithium battery which is long lasting for many recharge cycles. It charges for around 2
hours and can operate around 1 hours. The battery can be recycled. 
First use: when you first receive the product, please give it a charge. The power button will blink while charging. If it doesn't
light up at all, please make sure you have stick the charging cable all the way into the 'DC' charging port.
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